Awards, honours, and ribbons: Between fame and shame
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Official awards are common in both monarchies and republics. Awards are bestowed not just by the state and the military, but also by cultural associations, academic institutions, and corporations. This column surveys the academic literature on the use of awards and their effect on motivation and performance. The authors argue that awards are a welcome means of honouring dedication and commitment. They delight their winners, motivate high performance, create role models – and come at low or even no cost.

For Frenchmen, the Légion d’honneur remains a most coveted award, even if this order, with its roots in the Napoleonic era, seems somewhat misplaced in the modern, proud République Française. Its bestowal is a great media event, yet not always for the reasons intended by its Grand Master, the President of France. For instance, Thomas Piketty’s rejection of the honour provided welcome fodder for national and international media to inaugurate the year 2015. His snub drew more attention than all the other honours conferred, making it a valuable move at times where attention is among the scarcest resources.

Yet even among those who ridicule awards, an astonishing number rejoices when being presented with one. As the famous composer and pianist Johannes Brahms (1833–1897) conceded, “Orden sind mir Wurscht, aber haben will ich sie” (“I don’t care about orders, but I do want to possess them”, authors’ translation). This desire for distinction is one potential explanation for why orders are still so widely used.

The prevalence of awards around the world

Citizens of the US proudly consider themselves devout fighters against the monarchy, yet they celebrate an enormous amount of orders and decorations. The military, for instance, receives Purple Hearts and Silver Stars. The highest distinction is the Medal of Honor, normally presented by the President in the name of Congress. The US Congress itself bestows the Congressional Gold Medal, which is the highest civilian award besides the Presidential Medal of Freedom.

In the UK, the Queen bequeaths the Order of the British Empire, and a large number of citizens proudly bear the title Sir or even Lord. The Order of the Garter is well-known, but there exist a wealth of other orders and medals.

The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, too, regularly bestows orders and decorations, such as notably the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany. Only a few people, mostly the award holders themselves, know that there are no less than eight grades. Hence there is always the possibility of receiving a higher honour.

Switzerland constitutes the grand exception to the rule. Its federal law forbids public authorities to receive foreign orders. The so-called “Ordensverbot” (ban on orders) was even anchored in the Swiss federal Constitution of 1848 (article 12) until the year 2000. The ban was highly debated in the 19th century. One of the most well-known politicians, Gustave Ador, had to resign his office as Federal Councillor (i.e. as a member of the central government) because he had accepted the Cordon de Grand Officier de la légion d’honneur. The regulation also applies to the military. Swiss “Generals” (“Oberstkorpskommandanten”, “Oberstdivisionäre”, “Oberstbrigadiers”) have to meet their foreign colleagues with bare chests. Only recently was this principle amended. Military personnel receiving awards in peace missions may now carry them on their uniforms. This naturally creates peculiarities when lower-ranked officers with their decorated chests stand in front of quasi-naked but high-ranking military officers.

As the example illustrates, awards have asserted themselves in Switzerland, notwithstanding the ban on orders. And even before these recent changes, a staggering number of awards had been bestowed on the level of cantons and in a great range of organisations, from the cultural to the humanitarian sectors. Artists and sportspersons almost drowned in the flood of awards they can contend for. Roger Federer, one of the most renowned Swiss exponents in the world of sports, has at multiple times been made Sportsperson of the Year. So often that he did not even show up at events.
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The future of awards

The future development of both the awards literature and the award-giving practices in the field promises to yield interesting insights. Will there be ever more awards, or have we already reached a saturation point in most fields such that new awards are of close to no interest? Does this saturation prompt the establishment of negative awards, based on shaming, since these are relatively more likely to attract attention? This would be akin to the award rejections discussed, which seemingly generate more interest than the actual award receipt.

We conjecture that this form of recognition is to become still more important. Yet the degree of differentiation will further increase. Already today, the sky is not the limit. Nobel Laureates instantly notice that there is a super category of scientists – including one female scientist, Marie Curie – who have received two Nobel Prizes. Seen as an alternative to monetary bonus payments (Frey 2007), which have contributed to the explosion of managerial pay, awards are a most welcome means for honouring dedication and commitment. They delight their winners, motivate high performance,
create role models – and come at low or even no cost.
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